POLE BASE PLATE TO BE DRILLED AND TAPPED FOR 6 25' CAP SCREW IN PLACES 8 1/2' CENTER TO CENTER ALL 4 EDGES. STAINLESS STEEL SCREW (1/2"-20 X 2"") AND WASHER PROVIDED 12 EACH.

DETAIL II

RODENT GUARD

BALANCED WELDED WIRE MESH PER LINEN DRAWING. HOOKS (G) WITH CURVATURE Lg 45° MIN. 6" EYES OR CONTRACTOR TO FORM FIT AND INSTALL. CONSTRUCTION TO LUBRICATION CAST 5 B SCREW WITH ANTI-SIZE COMPOUND (TPP)

RADIAL INDEX - LOAD CASE #1

EXTREME LUG

3.75" OC X 0.75" THK LUG 2.50" DIA. CENTER HOLE.

EXTERIOR LUG TO BE REMOVED AFTER FINISHING. DAMAGED AREA TO BE REPAIRED PER ASTM A36.

TOUCH-UP PAINT IF REQUIRED.

MATERIAL NOTE:
LUG = ASTM A36, 36 KSI
GR.
A572 GR. 50 OR 55, 50 KSI MIN.

SHANGING ACCOMMODATION TO FACILITATE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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